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LESSONS AND STORIES

Have you been enjoying New Museum Kids Menu? Please email us at
familyprograms@newmuseum.org to share questions, feedback, and
creations with us! We’d love to hear what you find useful, inspiring, or

challenging as we continue responding to an increased demand for arts
learning resources for families.
You can find our growing archive of Kids Menu activities here.
We are also excited to share more images, discussion questions, and
expanded lesson plans in our Educator Guide for “Jordan Casteel: Within
Reach.” Designed for students in 6th-12th grades, the resources in this guide
may be adapted for learners of any age. We encourage you to look through the
images in these resources, find one that looks interesting, and use it to inspire
your own creativity, either through the activities in the lessons or in an entirely
new way you create!
Next week’s Kids Menu will explore Peter Saul’s 1988 painting, View of San
Francisco, Number 2. You can hear Peter Saul speak about the painting of the
city where he was born, and again lived for many years as an adult here.

Finally, the New Museum has begun releasing Bedtime Stories from artists.
While they are not written for children (caregivers strongly advised to listen
first!), one may be a good fit if your family is willing to play a memory game.
Artist Laure Prouvost’s Bedtime Story offers a contemporary fable that includes
a reminder about how “clementine” can mean love. Listen to the full story here.

Did someone forward this email to you? If you would like to receive these art
activities directly, sign up here.

IMAGE:
Jordan Casteel, Fallou, 2018. Oil on canvas, 90 x 78 in (228.6 x 198.1 cm). The Dean Collection. Courtesy the artist and Casey
Kaplan, New York; Peter Saul, View of San Francisco #2, 1984. Oil and acrylic on canvas, 66 x 108 in (167.6 x 274.3 cm).
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Arthur Hoppock Hearn Fund, 1988 (1988.312). © Metropolitan Museum of Art. Courtesy Art
Resource, NY
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